SABRINA MACLEAN HINOJOSA and DESIREE CASONI GARCIA
Open-mindedly travelling the world, Bolivian born and Miami raised designer Sabrina Maclean Hinojosa ardently aims to create welcoming, clean and properly composed
spaces. Classic touches, contemporary elements and the occasional pop of color are characteristic of Sabrina’s fundamentals in design. Regardless of trends and fashion’s
nowadays, this designers compass is
strongly tied to the belief that with a balanced order and an uncluttered modern aesthetic a space becomes a sanctuary and not just your industry labeled beautifully designed
space.
Found at the intersection of architect, designer and avid art lover, Desiree Casoni Garcia creates spaces with the past and present in mind.
With Dominican blood running deep in her veins, this Italian designer constantly explores the everchanging boundaries of design by bringing her need for a steady leveler, her
incessant passion for art, and love of history and architecture to the table for every space. Intuition coupled with zealous experimentation, logic and a passion for an eclectic
style Desiree focuses on creating spaces that epitomize the art of living.
Casoni and Maclean aim to deliver an experience beyond what is conventionally and stereotypically observed as interior design. They aim to captivate multiple senses into a
balanced experience. Our olfactory, visual, textural, and auditory senses come into play in an attempt to have the viewer forget about the outside world entirely. Curiosity and
submission play important roles as the viewer makes their way through multiple spaces with the aim of inundating themselves with the present environment. Enhancing
perception
by triggering the many human senses we take for granted is an ideal way to immerse the viewer profoundly so that each element and sense meld into one complete experience.
The stage that is CASACOR affords the opportunity to think outside of the box permitting us to dangle multisensory experiences tempting the viewer to recognize not everything
is about sq. footage, furniture and fabric shades.
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